
TODAY, HAAS ALERT ANNOUNCED THAT IT HAS BROUGHT FIRE INDUSTRY 
LEADER, BEV LOWERY ONBOARD AS NATIONAL SALES DIRECTOR.  

 

CHICAGO, Oct. 25, 2017 -- Bev brings more than 
20 years experience working within the firefighting 
industry and with fire and rescue truck 
manufacturing companies to equip first responders 
with the most advanced vehicle features in the 
industry. Bev currently serves on the FAMA (Fire 
Apparatus Manufacturers' Association) board as a 
director at large, where she works across the fire 
industry to affect regulations and has help set 
industry standards (NFPA) for best practices in 
safety and effectiveness in firefighting. 
 

For the last ten years, Bev has built relationships across the fire and emergency 
response industry as National Accounts Manager at H.O. Bostrom where she has 
worked with Firetruck OEMs to equip fire apparatus' with products to help in response. 
Prior to that, she established herself in the firefighting industry as an executive at 
firetruck part manufacturing firms.  
 
Bev joins HAAS Alert to build on her expertise within the firefighting industry and 
expand HAAS Alert's reach among emergency departments looking to implement the 
most advanced safety measures available today. Her decision to join the firm signals 
the advancements that R2V technology has made on the industry. 
  
About HAAS Alert 
HAAS Alert is the leading mobility and smart city data service provider keeping 
emergency crews, drivers and the public safe through R2V™ (Responder-to-Vehicle) 
communication that alerts motorists when emergency responders are in the vicinity or 
en route to a call. Drivers and emergency crews use the information to avoid collisions 
and reduce traffic delays.The company is currently working with the U.S. Department of 
Homeland Security on advanced solutions and has support from leading safety 
organizations including NSC (National Safety Council), FAMA (Fire Apparatus 
Manufacturers' Association), FEMSA (Fire and Emergency Manufacturers and Services 
Association) and NFPA (National Fire Protection Association). 
 
For more information, email press@haasalert.com or visit haasalert.com. 

http://haasalert.com/

